
Beck’s “Road to Rotto” – 21st February 2015 
 

(Thanks to my multi-talented paddler/editor Carole on reporting on my journey!) 
 
Taking on my first Rottnest swim, I thought I’d take the plunge, dive straight into the 
deep end and choose to do what many would not suggest for a first timer...a solo 
crossing! The idea to take on the challenge began as a pipeline dream two years ago 
when I moved to Perth, joined the Melville Masters and immersed myself in the 
open water swimming circles. That dream grew in time and became a real possibility 
thanks to my supporters, who’s dedication and experience enabled me to achieve 
the first big goal…getting to the start line.  
 
Martin Smith was a champion and was able to find me a boat and kindly skipper for 
me. He twisted Felicity’s arm into being a co-paddler for my friend Carole, a fellow 
swimmer from Victoria, who flew in from Melbourne for the event. 
 
The day began at an irreverent 3.30am. My peanut butter on toast with blue 
powerade breakfast did nothing to calm my nerves but I found myself going through 
the motions as planned. Dad George, paddler Carole, Dorothy-the-purple-octopus-
helium-filled-balloon and I were on the road by 4.30am. We dropped off Carole at 
Skipper Martin’s house, then returned again to deliver a forgotten Dorothy before 
heading to Cottesloe start line.  
 
There was a flurry of activity at Cottesloe Beach with swimmers, paddlers and family 
members scurrying everywhere. The sound of the waves crashing on to the beach 
did not help with my butterflies as I was quietly trying to talk to the weather gods. 
Every long distance swimmer knows the importance of the “lathering process” in 
creating an armour against sunburn, jelly fish stings and chaffing. Mine constituted a 
slippery mixture of sunscreen, Vaseline, paw paw and zinc. Biggest mistake of the 
day…forgetting my bottom! Ouch! 
 
As the first light began to reveal the playing field, the hooter sounded and the first 
wave of swimmers were released at 5:45am. My lively, spirited beach cheer squad of 
Greg, Anne, Maree and Doug helped to replace my fears with a smile and before 
long, my wave at 6:15am was off. The first 500 metres passed like a breeze but at 
the paddlers buoy, mine was nowhere to be seen. I scoured the surf skis, looking for 
our Dorothy the Octopus but to no avail. 5 minutes then 10 minutes seemed to pass 
and I was beginning to worry. In the distance however, I proudly spotted the St. 
George’s flag and a solo-swimmerless-and-Dorothyless-Carole. It turns out Dorothy 
found freedom in the clouds, releasing herself from the side of the boat on her 
journey to the start line. We continued on to the Leeuwin, uniting with our support 
boat with relative ease and everything in the world was fine…for now.  
 
The kilometres passed by. Short nutrition breaks every 30 minutes broke the 
monotony and my enthusiasm in ticking off another stop, far outweighed the 
excitement I will ever again experience when I think about blue powerade. At 
roughly the 8km mark the continuous battering of the ocean, the nauseating rocking 



and a mixture of awfully sweet gels and salt water began to get the better of me. A 
quick stop to share some bouts of recycled powerade and muesli bars with the fish, 
followed by restocking the sea-sickness tablets, resulted in a fortunate recovery.  
 
The 10km mark was a milestone and I experienced a burst of energy, knowing I had 
completed over half the journey. The 15km mark was the beginning of the really 
hard slog. Increased wind speeds, our position in the shallower part of the channel, 
and associated pressure systems emanating from two northern cyclones, produced 
harsh currents, increased swell, and difficultly negotiating winds. Stopping to tread 
water for a food stop resulted in significant loss of precious ground and it seemed at 
times I was staring at the same spot of sea bed for several strokes!  
 
I hadn’t seen Carole since the 14km mark. I later learned that she too had shared 
generously with those greedy fish, spent significant periods during the second half 
examining the side of the boat and was suffering some hypothermia too following a 
few inadvertent dips into the drink earlier. Luckily the hardy West Australian arm of 
my team were able to power on.  
 
Passing Phillip’s Rock was the next great milestone as I realised that nothing was 
going to stop me now. I said a silent goodbye to Martin and Carole as the boats 
peeled off into the mooring area at 19km. Felicity continued on with me for another 
250m, before leaving me to swim the final 450m straight alone. Emotions 
overwhelmed me as I considered not just the swim and the battle the conditions had 
set forth but also the months of preparation that had brought me to within a few 
hundred metres of my greatest swimming achievement.  
 
As the finish line closed in I felt an overwhelming gratitude for all the people who 
made this achievement possible: Coaches; pushing me through some horrid 
programs, family; unconditional support and putting up with very early and grumpy 
mornings, friends; listening me rant about swimming all the time and not judging me 
on my lack of a social life, and fellow swimmers; ongoing encouragement and 
plodding along through those long km’s with me both at the beach and in the pool. I 
could not have done this without you so thanks to you all! I also found out at this 
point that it was rather difficult to shed a tear and swim at the same time so I 
decided it was time to get a grip and toughen up! 
 
Sea legs got the better of me as I exited the water and to make it worse it was a 
ramp up to the finishing arch of which I mastered in a staggering fashion. I promise I 
wasn’t drunk! 9 hours and 6 minutes later, it was only fitting that my number one 
fan Dad, was there to greet me as I crossed the line as well as fellow Marlins; Anne, 
Greg, Peter, Rhonda, Nat, Carlene and Jan. Celebratory wet hugs all around!  
 
All in all, an amazing experience I will not be forgetting in a hurry! Thanks again to 
everyone for supporting me along this journey. The question is…Will there be a 
sequel? Watch this space… 
 
 



 
    

 









 


